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Sanctuary Church is going against the way of peace, 

Hyung Jin, Kook Jin and Yeona Nim are the false 

king and queen if Sanctuary Church. 

 

Sanctuary Church: 

 

THE WAY TO PEACE 

 

There is no way to Peace, Peace is the Way... Judging is 

not! 

 

"True Parents are our eternal King and Queen of 

Peace!" Their way of life examines that -- wherever they went, they brought Peace and Unity. That shows 

their level of heart is way above 500-600. We cannot say that's the case with Hyung Jin. He still needs a 

lot to grow in his heart, because doubt, fear and resentment are very low heart resonance. 

 

Dr. David R. Hawkins is the one who made the study on the Resonance of Heart. And he gave these 

points as very important if we want to reach Peace outside and in ourselves: 

 

- Let go of wanting to 'get even' 

 

- Let go of wanting to be 'right' and make others 'wrong' 

 

- Practice discernment rather than judgementalism 

 

Dr. Hawkins shows how to instantly tell truth from falsehood about anything. And truly, 'muscle testing' 

clearly shows Hyung Jin is not on the way to Peace. His resonance of judging, labeling, fear from 

conspiracy etc., are obviously under the level of 200. This is on formation level (Middle spirit world), 

under the physical mind (animal level). That's why they feel pleasure in judging, ridiculing others and 

calling them bad names. 

 

Hyung Jin attracts people with the same low level of heart. With his hate-talk Hyung Jin stirs such a 

resentment in his followers, that in one country it ended with the death of a mother of 4 kids, attacked by 

SC resentful members. That reminds us of the past, when hate talk of Catholic priests against the Jews, 

led to violent attacks on synagogues and Jewish women and children. Is Hyung Jin proud of this? Did he 

apologize? Did he stop his hate talk? No! He showed no remorse! 

 

COMMENT: "Oh my god, this is so sad, Ii can not stop crying, because i feel God is crying so much 

about sanctuary church" 

 

SC did not enter the Age of Cheon Il Guk 

 

We live in a historic time, after the coming of Cheon Il Guk. The world needs a Revolution of Heart 

and Conscience. We have a lot of job. Around 75% of the people are on a level of resonance under 200. 

SC represents them. For example, Radical Extremists are at resonance of 160. Marxism is at resonance of 

130. That's why even Harvard University has resonance of 180, because of socialist-marxist, materialistic 

influence. 

 

Until 1988 the world was on the level of 190, but after 

the World Olympics it suddenly jumped to 204. You see 

how measuring this resonance corresponds to what 

Father explained and did, to change the world. You can 

actually understand the Principle much better. 

 

Good Churches are at the level of 300. That's the level 

of hope and optimism. Such members don't get 

negative. Of course members are disappointed and 

complaining, when their own level is way under 200. 

Observing them you can understand why it is difficult in the Middle spirit world to give hope to people. 

They are miserable, that's the resonance of their own heart, but they blame it on those who are higher in 

resonance. 

 



 

 

We are responsible to change the world towards goodness, love and peace. The only way is to grow our 

own level of heart to that of Love and Peace (500 to 600). People with that level of resonance of heart 

automatically raise the level of millions other people around. So changing the world is changing 

ourselves. It starts from inside, not outside. 

 

Spiritual testing of Hyung Jin's level: 

 

With spiritual testing we could calibrate Hyung Jin's resonance of heart at 180. This is the level of 

conscience of predator animals (170 to 180); feeling pleasure and enjoying in hurting others. But that's his 

average level. At the chart below, we see that his emotions of blame and desire for vindication, fear 

and anxiety (seeing conspiracy everywhere) go further down to 100 and below. In his anger and hate he 

goes to 150. And in his pride he resonates round 175 (full with scorn). Let's realize we all have to clean 

up our hearts from such low emotions. 

 

Remember Truth is above 200. Under 200 we are 

dominated by the physical mind (animal nature). Such 

negative emotions are all toxic for your spirit and body. 

Hyung Jin's vibration of 180 is the Resonance between 

fear and pride, still under the level of spiritual 

development. Or we can say, Old Testament level; "Eye 

for eye!" 

 

COMMENT: "I speak with SC members daily, and can 

confirm that their energy level is low. They cannot witness, they only speak within their little circles.. 

addicted to conspiracy theories, and they have a hard time thinking rationally. They make me tired. 

 

Here we did some further spiritual testing: "Should we follow Hyung Jin?" No! "Is his way of judging 

and labeling good?" No! "Is Hyung Jin doing something good with his deviation?" No! "Will Sanctuary 

Church bring anything good in history?" No! 

 

"Is Hyung Jin a true king recognized by God?" No! "Does True Father approve of what Hyung Jin is 

doing now?" No! "Does Hyung Jin understand the responsibility of that position?" No! "Are there historic 

reasons for his deviation? Yes! Is it from True Mother's failure? No! Is it from past historic problems -- 

reappearing? Yes! 

 

Hyung Jin teaching against Father 

 

In his video Hyung Jin called Father's tradition of Tithing -- Satanic.. and accused the way Father 

structured our movements as Totalitarian. 

 

Father -- "Tithing is eternal tradition" -- Filial heart and Gratitude (resonance of 250) 

 

Hyungjin -- "Tithing is Satanic" -- Go rebelious and negative (140) 

 

At the end of another sermon HyungJin said that Father gave us the word "I as a owner of Cheon Il Guk.", 

and then he makes a mockery of FFWPU pledge, that according to him is to recite "I as a slave of 

Cheon Il Guk. 

 

Father -- "Era of Religion has ended" -- FFWPU (resonance of 600) 

 

Hyungjin -- "I don't like FFWPU" -- Go back to Religion (under 200) 

 

Father was still alive; At that time H2 already misused old words of Father to rearrange things in his 

own way, against Father's more recent changes. He was doing this behind Father's back, but using True 

Parents' name to claim credibility. Such documents are now coming out. Read more... 

 

How to develop our Hearts? 

 

The resonance of unconditional love is 570. We are all striving to reach to that level of spiritual 

development. Definitely, Tribal Messiaship and witnessing are the best and fastest way we grow our 

hearts. No wonder people with higher Heart Resonance love witnessing. Wherever I go, I naturally meat 

prepared people, open for the Truth. My high resonance easily attracts and raises the resonance of people 

I meet. 

 

Why sects, like Sanctuary Church and others who deviated in resentment before them, left witnessing 

aside. Simply said, their resonance of heart is so low, so they cannot attract anybody, but just other 

resentful members. As a result, their fallen nature starts rationalizing and creating philosophy excusing 

their behavior. That's why we see SC arduously trying to reverse Father's words in some very wired and 



 

 

twisted way. But laws are Universal. What they do is obvious! 

 

Father's way was the way of unification; bringing peace and harmony. But Hyung Jin's way is the way of 

division, bringing resentment and antagonism. SUCH A BIG DIFFERENCE Hyung Jin failed to inherit! 

Read.. Sanctuary Church going against the way of peace, teaching Judging is the Way to follow and that 

rebellion 'leads to progress'. Read Hyung Jin Replacing True Father's Teachings with MARXISM 

 

In our hearts we so much want to love Hyung Jin. People who are above 200 will feel it.. will help them 

grow. While people on low level of 180, will drag you down -- takes so much time and prayer. In that low 

resonance they are dominated by evil spirit. Our attempts only bring to contra-attacks. That's not a reason 

to give up. I appreciate and use that. That's the resurrection process for these spirits. We live in Cheon Il 

Guk, everyone will be liberated. 

 

Surely we don't need to spend much time focusing on Sanctuary Church, but definitely we have to be 

at the level of discernment of true and false, and educate our members, especially the sec. gen. of why 

judging, resentment, gossiping and spreading hate and division are not our way. Our way is the way of 

Peace and Unification; Living for the Sake of Others and fulfilling our Tribal Messiah Mission. 

 

Yet I believe that with Repentance, Forgiveness, Gratitude and Love from our side; taking 

responsibility for what TC made mistakes, as our own, we can heal them. I know, these forces have 

amazing power! Only love can resolve all problem! Let us learn to resonate with God's highest love 

and liberate God and True Parents! Aju! 

 

 

 


